I GO TOPLESS | Website Disclaimer
Website Terms of Use:
Use of: http://www.igotopless.org/ “I GO TOPLESS” /
Hello, and welcome to I GO TOPLESS! I, Tatiana Burdiak, would like to remind you that reading any of the
information I provide on this website is of your own free will. I do my best to provide you with the most
accurate and up to-date information possible, and my inclusion of any links does not always imply
endorsement of the linked sites or affiliates. I'm not responsible for the availability, accuracy, or any
information, content, products or services accessible from such sites. Any information that I provide on this
website is general information and for educational purposes only.
Hold Harmless:
Reading the information provided by this website does not create a patient physician relationship. The
information provided on this site is not a substitute for your own doctors medical advice.
Privacy Policy:
I, Tatiana Burdiak and I GO TOPLESS respect your privacy. Any information or contact information that is
provided to me will be kept private. I will not share your information, unless I ask for your permission. I will
not email you anything, unless you have subscribed to I GO TOPLESS’s newsletter or I'm responding to your
email. I'm not to be held responsible for the privacy policies or practices of any of my affiliates or included
links to other sites.
Affiliates and Product Reviews:
I am not to be held responsible for any reusable products and/or businesses that I support and recommend
for use. These are my personal preferences and opinions.
Reserve Rights:
I reserve the right to change my thoughts and opinions on my website, because as a person I grow, and I
believe that change can be positive. I also reserve the right to shut down my website, sell it, or change my
terms of use and update my disclaimer at any time.
Letters to the Editor:
If you email me with questions, concerns, comments, or perhaps advice, or comment on this website or this
website's Facebook, or Instagram page, I may share it with my audience. I will never reveal any personal
information about you, but some of your questions/comments are really awesome, and I think others could
benefit. If this is something that you are not comfortable with, then simply request otherwise, and I will
absolutely not share. Furthermore, I'm not responsible or held liable for any of the comments on my
website, on my Instagram,or Facebook.

